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Figure 1: Given a collection of recorded panorama footage across the city, Shoot360 takes in friendly high-level user control and
produces high-quality normal view videos with desired content preference and cinematic styles.

ABSTRACT
We present Shoot360, a system that efficiently generates multi-shot
normal view videos with desired content presentation and vari-
ous cinematic styles, given a collection of 360 video recordings
on different environments. The core of our system is a three-step
decision process: 1) It firstly semantically analyzes the contents of
interest from each panorama environment based on shot units, and
produces a guidance that specifies the semantic focus and move-
ment type of its output shot according to the user specification on
content presentation and cinematic styles. 2) Based on the obtained
guidance, it generates video candidates for each shot with shot-level
control parameters for view projections following the filming rules.
3) The system further aggregates the projected normal view shots
with the imposed local and global constraints, which incorporates
the external knowledge learned from exemplar videos and profes-
sional filming rules. Extensive experiments verify the effectiveness
of our system design, and we conclude with promising extensions
for applying it to more generalized scenarios.
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1 INTRODUCTION
To record what we have experienced during a city trip provides
valuable memory for us. With the advent of portable 360 cameras,
we can record almost everything that happened around us during
the day trips. Interestingly, the panorama footage recorded by 360
cameras can roughly capture the entire 3D environment, providing
us with a constrained 3D studio to creatively produce various kinds
of normal view videos with accurate control. Still, the video editing
process requires significant time and effort. The abundant source of
materials contained in the panorama footage could bring difficulty
for novice users to select and assemble an ideal video. The process
of specifying the keyframes for each shot1 in spatial dimension and
connecting multiple shots in temporal dimension via professional
software, such as Adobe Premiere and Insta Studio, is generally
harsh for novices to get desired videos in time.
1A shot is an unbroken sequence of frames recorded from the same camera.
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It is in great demand to develop an automatic system that can
produce high-quality normal view videos from panorama footage
with only a few adjustable preferences. Existing methods are mostly
performed on single-shot videos, focusing on the salient person
within the frame, neglecting other semantic elements, and not
containing cinematic styles. Contrarily, our paper focuses on a
more complete video creation pipeline that jointly considers the
control of semantic elements and cinematic styles to bring out a
multi-shot video that is harmonious both in content delivery and
cinematic styles. A systematic comparison between our systems
and existing works is shown in Tab. 1.

Shoot360 supports the creation of normal view videos from
panorama footage with user specifications on the overall content
preference and cinematic style as the input constraints. The sys-
tem firstly brings out instruction guidance specifying the semantic
focus (e.g., person, building instance) and movement type (e.g.,
static, zoom, rotate) of each shot based on the semantic analysis
of the given footage and user preference. Instead of performing a
per-frame decision process, the system determines the meaningful
semantic instances at the shot level. Based on the selected contents,
it then applies shot movement types inspired from professional
filming to generate candidates to easily present cinematic styles.
Finally, combining the criteria learned from exemplar normal view
video data with incorporated professional filming rules, a full video
is aggregated with local and global optimization goals to ensure its
content deliver accuracy, visual smoothness and aesthetics.

The key contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
• An automatic pipeline to create normal view videos from
panorama footage that allows user-friendly high-level con-
trol with content semantic preference and cinematic styles,
which are interpretable and effective.

• A data-driven video ensemble strategy that learns the frame
composition and shot aggregation from exemplar videos and
incorporates filming rules.

Extensive experiments on user study and quantitative evaluations
show the effectiveness of our tool. Novice users can easily obtain
video creations that match their expectations, while the profession-
als can significantly save creation time to achieve desired effects
with the aid of Shoot360.

Assumptions. In this paper, wemainly consider panorama footage
recordedwith stationary cameras, where each panorama shot records
events that happened around a specific place. This assumption elim-
inates the ambiguity about the 3D scene environment derived from
a moving camera if the camera trajectory information is unavail-
able. In addition, we mainly test videos for travel videos depicting
city scenes, as they constitute a large portion of published online
360 videos, and are also rich and diverse in the contents. The relax-
ations on these two assumptions to accommodate general videos
are discussed in the last section of the paper.

2 RELATEDWORK
Video creation for various scenarios. Given the inconvenience of

frame-based video processing for ordinary people, the ability to
automatically create a video with desired styles and contents is of
great importance. Besides focusing on several key steps in video
processing [Liao et al. 2020; Shin et al. 2016], many researchers seek

Table 1: Comparison on different approaches’ features.

Methods Scenario User
control Semantic Cinematic Shot-level

control
Multi-shot
source

Su and Grauman [2017] daily life - saliency - - -

Hu et al. [2017] daily life - saliency - - -

Truong et al. [2018] event, party viewpoints face & pose - ✓ -

Truong and Agrawala [2019] conversation objects face - ✓ -

Wang et al. [2020] daily life viewpoints saliency or
people - - -

Ours city semantic &
cinematic

people &
building ✓ ✓ ✓

high-level automatic ways with easy-to-use user interactions [Arev
et al. 2014; Truong et al. 2016] when creating videos. Wang et al.
[2019] and Chi et al. [2020] create videos from themed text and
web pages. Leake et al. [2017] and Truong and Agrawala [2019]
focus on dialogue scenes and social conversations. Our system also
belongs to this line of research. Targeting video creation from city
travel panorama footage, it provides a high-level control interface
for users to output desired contents.

Frame composition and shot aggregation. The quality of the gen-
erated video critically depends on the frame composition [Chang
and Chen 2009; Pan et al. 2021] and shot aggregation. As for frame
composition, researchers leverage the mutual relations [Li et al.
2020] and composition rules [Tu et al. 2020] to achieve better aes-
thetic quality. To handle shot aggregation, existing approaches
typically rely on heuristics [Bruckert et al. 2021], Hidden Markov
Models [Leake et al. 2017], dynamic programming [Wang et al.
2019] to encode cinematographic rules. Compared to the above,
rather than processing each frame independently, we take a whole
shot into account and compose frames based on semantic focus and
cinematic concerns. On shot aggregation, we instruct the system
what to do with the knowledge learned from real data, and what
should not do following the filming rules.

Camera control for cinematography. How to control the camera is
the key to both content selection and presentationwith consolidated
filming styles. Ideally, the control is performed in a 3D environment,
either in real or virtual environments [He et al. 1996; Huang et al.
2019; Wu et al. 2018]. In virtual environments [Sitzmann et al. 2017],
based on toric space [Lino and Christie 2015], Jiang et al. [2020]
design an example-driven camera controller that learns camera
behaviors from an example film clip. In real scenarios, most of
the researchers target aerial settings [Xie et al. 2018; Yang et al.
2018] and formulate it as a robot control problem. The above are
active control that requires either virtual environments or drone
equipment, which is hard for an ordinary user to apply into practice.
In this work, we focus on “passive control" where the output video
comes from a post-round of filming in the recorded panorama
environment.

Panorama to videos. From the perspective of system input and
output, the most relevant task to ours is Pano2Vid [Su and Grauman
2017], which aims to capture normal field-of-view (NFOV) videos
from panoramic videos. Most existing works focus on tracking the
saliency parts in the video, which is usually a single shot [Hu et al.
2017; Kang and Cho 2019; Lai et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2020]. Su
and Grauman [2017] start by sampling glimpses for each frame,
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Figure 2: Overall pipeline of Shoot360. 1) The system firstly analyzes the semantic elements (people , building , others )
contained in the panorama shots and combines the user specifications on the overall content coverage, cinematic styles and
video length to sample the instruction guidance (role of Director). 2) Each instruction determines the source panorama shot,
semantic focus, and movement type of the corresponding normal view shot. The system then brings out candidate videos for
each shot following the instructions (role of Videographer). 3) Finally, by jointly associating the learned criteria from exemplar
videos and hand-crafted criteria from filming rules, it samples shots from the candidates and aggregates the final videos in a
local-to-global way (role of Editor).

and then score these candidates with a trained discriminator to
construct a camera trajectory maximizing the scores. Later, Truong
et al. [2018] explore multiple people scenes with face detection to
generate multiple shots. Along with this effort, researchers focus on
using similar techniques to improve the VR viewing experience [Liu
et al. 2019; Pavel et al. 2017] or guide the videographers [Huang
et al. 2020]. Our work focuses on the semantic meaningful units
(e.g., people and building in city scenarios) and aims to create a long
video with multiple shots while maintaining the overall harmony
with filming rules, which significantly relieves the burden of video
creation for inexperienced users.

3 METHODOLOGY
Preliminaries for panorama data. The input to our system is a

set of panorama shots recorded from various environments at dif-
ferent time. Each panorama image can be freely transferred to a
normal view image via gnomonic projection [Snyder 1987] spec-
ified by a triplet of control parameters 𝑞 = (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑓 ). Here, the
tuple (𝑥,𝑦), 𝑥 ∈ [−180◦, 180◦), 𝑦 ∈ [−90◦, 90◦) denotes the hori-
zontal/vertical position within the frame, revealing the viewing
direction and the projection center; and 𝑓 = (𝑓𝑥 , 𝑓𝑦) denotes the
field of view (FOV) along the 𝑥 and 𝑦 direction, depicting the range
of content to be included in the projected image, where the ra-
tio of 𝑓𝑥/𝑓𝑦 is fixed to the output video resolution. The creation
process of each single normal view shot can be treated as the ac-
quisition of a sequence of optimal projection parameters for the
frames within a selected panorama shot. To generate a multi-shot
video, each normal view shot is ordered according to the time order
of its corresponding panorama shot.

System overview. To make the system self-contained and inter-
pretable, we separate the creation process into three components,
as shown in Fig. 2, reflecting the human film-making process with
the roles of “director", “videographer", and “editor".

In Sec. 3.1, we introduce how the system analyzes the contents of
interest from panorama shots with detected semantic instances, and

combines the user’s high-level control to generate instruction guid-
ance for the entire video. Each instruction guidance specifies the
source panorama, semantic focus and movement type for each shot,
which plays the role of “director”. Given one instruction, Sec. 3.2
explains how the “videographer” module applies corresponding
movement type to the semantic elements for each panorama shot
and creates a normal view video candidate pool. Finally, combining
the prior knowledge learned from exemplar videos and the profes-
sional filming rules on shot design, the “editor” module outputs the
final video by performing a selection and aggregation from the can-
didates with the aim to maximize a designed editing score for the
full video, as elaborated in Sec. 3.3, to meet the users’ requirements
and looks natural, aesthetic, and meaningful.

3.1 Director Instruction Guidance
To provide simple and flexible user controls with high-level manip-
ulation, we propose a semantic and cinematic instruction guidance
module, which analyzes the panorama shots and generates a top-
down instruction for overall content presentation, cinematic style,
and video length.

3.1.1 Panorama shots analysis. With instance segmentation, each
panorama shot E𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝐼 ) obtains 𝐾𝑏

𝑖
buildings and 𝐾𝑝

𝑖
people,

which forms the basic understanding of the semantic elements for
each shot. 2 Applying this process for all shots, we acquire a total of
𝐾𝑏 buildings and 𝐾𝑝 people among 𝐼 panorama shots. Though the
kinds of semantic elements of interest may vary among different
types of videos, in our experimental city travel scenario, we focus
on two major semantic elements: people and buildings, which are
of primary interest for a broad range of audiences and are also
ubiquitous in many travel videos.

2For each panorama shot, instance segmentation is applied to its keyframes, which
are average sampled. It densely samples the field of view in the keyframe, projects
them to normal view, applies instance segmentation to avoid distortion, and restores
the instance bounding box’s position and size in panorama [Armeni et al. 2019].
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3.1.2 Length control. It is a key feature for users to control the
output video length. Instead of simply changing the player speed,
we control the number of shots to achieve more natural length con-
trol. Each E𝑖 is allowed to contribute different numbers of normal
view shots to the final video. In practice, we restrict to generate
𝐿 ∈ [0, 2𝐼 ] normal view shots from 𝐼 panorama shots for efficiency
and quality.

3.1.3 Content semantics control. In order to deliver the content
information effectively in a visual-pleasant way, usually, each pro-
duced video shot should have its own semantic focus, e.g., peo-
ple, buildings or others. To control the overall content seman-
tics percentage in the final video and meet the needs for vari-
ous editing styles, we define the content semantics ratio 𝑅𝑠 =

(𝑅𝑠𝑝 , 𝑅𝑠𝑏 , 𝑅
𝑠
𝑜 ),

∑
𝑅𝑠 = 1. 𝐿 × 𝑅𝑠𝑝 person instances and 𝐿 × 𝑅𝑠

𝑏
building

instances are sampled as the semantic focuses from the whole 𝐾𝑝

people and 𝐾𝑏 buildings respectively to form the final normal view
videos with 𝐿 shots. The rest 𝐿 × 𝑅𝑠𝑜 shots do not focus on people
or buildings.

3.1.4 Cinematic style control via movement types. The underlying
cinematic style of a video can significantly effect the viewing experi-
ence. Inspired from filming expert knowledge [Giannetti and Leach
1999], some basic cinematic styles such as “cozy" and “dynamic" can
be implemented with different shot movement type ratio within a
whole video, though more fancy styles should additionally consider
the color tone, accompanied music etc, which is out of the scope
of this paper. Similar to the above, we define the movement type
ratio for three commonly used styles: static, zoom-in/out and rotate,
𝑅𝑐 = (𝑅𝑐𝑠 , 𝑅𝑐𝑧 , 𝑅𝑐𝑟 ),

∑
𝑅𝑐 = 1.

3.1.5 Instruction on each shot. With determined 𝐿, 𝑅𝑠 , we sample
semantic instances from the whole 𝐾𝑝 person and 𝐾𝑏 building in-
stances, and each instance corresponds to one normal view shot.
The shot order of normal view videos follows the original chrono-
logical order in the panorama shots. Through the above process, the
source panorama shot and the semantic focus of each normal view
shot are specified. Furthermore, we sample possible arrangements
of each shot’s movement type to obey the constraint of 𝑅𝑐 .

3.2 Videographer Candidate Generation
Once the semantic focus, movement type, and source panorama
shot of each normal view shot are specified, for each shot, there are
still lots of candidates satisfying the requirements can be produced.
To ease the control of the applied movement type and semantic
focus, we lift the control on projection parameters from frame-
level to shot-level, and apply three movement types, including
static, zoom in/out, and rotate shots [Rao et al. 2020], to generate
a limited number of candidates for each normal view shot in high
quality. This treatment not only allows for the easy incorporation
of professional filming techniques but also reduces the parameter
space of control.

3.2.1 Shot-level projection parameter. Recall that each normal view
shot 𝑣𝑙 , 𝑙 ∈ [0, 𝐿) can be uniquely controlled by a list of projection
parameters [𝑞𝑡

𝑙
], 𝑡 ∈ [0,𝑇𝑙 ) corresponding to 𝑇𝑙 panorama frames,

which are randomly sampled from the associated panorama shot
and usually last for 1 ∼ 20s. Instead of controlling each frame,
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images

Score prediction

𝑣!

Global Multiple Shots Discriminator

Res18 Res18 Res18
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Res18
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𝑣! 𝑣!"# 𝑣!"$%#𝑣!"$%&

.…

.…
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Figure 3: Network architecture for the discriminators.

we perform on the temporal unit shot, which is easier to achieve
more consistent visual aesthetics and effective content delivery.
Hence, the parameter of each shot 𝑣𝑙 can be represented as a tuple
(𝑞0

𝑙
, 𝑞

𝑇𝑙−1
𝑙

,𝑇𝑙 , 𝛼), where (𝑞0𝑙 , 𝑞
𝑇𝑙−1
𝑙

) indicates the camera starting and
ending point, 𝑇𝑙 denotes the shot length, and 𝛼 is the movement
rhythm parameter. The projection for intermediate frames then
follows an interpolation with the help of the easing function to
achieve smoothness and simplicity,

𝑞𝑡
𝑙
=

(
1 − ease

(
𝑡

𝑇𝑙 − 1
;𝛼

))
𝑞0
𝑙
+ ease

(
𝑡

𝑇𝑙 − 1
;𝛼

)
𝑞
𝑇𝑙−1
𝑙

ease(·;𝛼) =

𝛼 ( ·) − 1
𝛼 − 1

, 𝛼 ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1,∞);

(·), 𝛼 = 1.

(1)

Note that in this easing function, 𝛼 and 𝑇𝑙 implicitly control the
movement speed within a shot, 𝛼 controls the movement rhythm. A
large 𝛼 makes the shot “first slow and then fast" and vice versa, and
we use 𝛼 ∈ {0.1, 1, 10} in our experiments. Given a fixed (𝑞0

𝑙
, 𝑞

𝑇𝑙−1
𝑙

),
a large 𝑇𝑙 slows the overall speed and vice versa.

3.2.2 Shotmovement types to present semantics. 1) Static shotmeans
that the camera is fixed to its semantic focus instance’s centroid
with no movement or rotation. The triplet control parameters
𝑞 = (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑓 ) keep the same in that shot. 2) In zoom-in/out shot,
the camera gradually approaches/moves away from the centroid
of the semantic focus instance. The FOV value 𝑓 monotonous de-
creases for zoom in shot and increases for zoom out. It is also
applied to the centroid of each instance. 3) Rotate shot keeps the
𝑓 fixed while changing (𝑥,𝑦) values. It starts from the bottom (or
top) of the instance and ends at the top (or bottom) for one instance
or moves from one instance to another3. 4) Additionally, to allow
generating shots without any semantic focuses, we apply “random"
generation, which aims to simulate the view transitions when a
person stands in a spot and casually looks around. Static, zoom
and rotate shots take random positions (𝑥,𝑦) and follow the same
strategy as above.

In the end, for each shot that is specified with semantic focus,
movement type and source panorama shots, Shoot360 enumerates
all the possible instances, 𝑇𝑙 , 𝛼 to build up its candidates.

3.3 Editor Video Ensemble
With the prepared candidates of each shot for a given full video’s
instruction, the next step is to find an appropriate selection and
combination of normal view shots from their corresponding candi-
date pool to assemble the final video. For each individual shot, it
3For the FOV value 𝑓 , we set 𝑓𝑥 = 45◦ for static and rotate, 𝑓𝑥 changes from 25◦/45◦ to
45◦/65◦ for zoom-in/out, 𝑓𝑦 = 1.77𝑓𝑥 to meet the requirements of output resolution.
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requires correct semantic focus and aesthetics for successive shots,
which pursues harmony in content delivery and cinematic styles.
We therefore design the ensemble evaluation metrics at three levels:
individual shots 𝑣𝑙 , neighboring shot pairs (𝑣𝑙 , 𝑣𝑙+1), and the full
video 𝑉 = [𝑣𝑙 ], 𝑙 ∈ [0, 𝐿). The criteria come from 1) well-trained
discriminators with expert knowledge that are implicitly learned
from massive exemplar videos, and 2) explicitly modeled filming
rules in hard standards.

3.3.1 Data-driven discriminators. To evaluatewhether the instruction-
guided generated shots follow the real data patterns in terms of
semantic elements and shot compositions, we resort to discrimina-
tor networks as the critic that learn to assign higher scores to the
generated videos that are similar to the real exemplar videos.

Fig. 3 shows the network architecture of our local and global
discriminators. 1) The local one handles a single shot with semantic
focus on people and building separately and outputs 𝑆𝑝

𝑙
and 𝑆𝑏

𝑙
. It is

implemented by a two-branch fusion convolutional network taking
the keyframes as input, with ResNet18 [He et al. 2016] as backbones.
2) The global discriminator jointly considers a sequence of𝑤 shots
to investigate the multiple shots combination and outputs 𝑆𝑔

𝑙 ;𝑤 . It is
implemented by a sequential discriminator that takes ResNet18 as
the backbone and Bi-LSTM [Huang et al. 2015] as the classification
head. Each shot is represented with five keyframes. Besides the RGB
images, the local discriminator requires masked images 4 to better
capture the framing composition for corresponding semantics.

3.3.2 Filming rule. While the criteria learned from real data can
capture the high-level fidelity of the produced video, it is necessary
to incorporate expert filming knowledge [Giannetti and Leach 1999]
into the generated videos to ensure visual continuity and aesthetics
among consecutive shots. The generated video gets a higher score
𝑆𝑐
𝑙,𝑙+1 if the following rules are satisfied, and vice versa. 1) The
movement of frames is encouraged to be consistent with people’s
movement. 2) The consecutive shots are not recommended to have
contradictory frame moving directions. 3) Furthermore, in terms of
visual content, two neighboring shots are discouraged from sharing
similar content, which might bring jump feelings for the audiences.
The details are specified in the supplementary.

3.3.3 Aggregation with local and global constraints. With the above
evaluation metrics, the goal turns to retrieve the optimal candidate
from each shot pool to compose a video similar to real data patterns
and obey filming rules. To speed up the aggregation, we divide
the above criterion into the local and global stages. The local stage
aims to maximize the local criteria 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑐 , which only relies on two
neighboring shots. Specifically,

𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑙,𝑙+1 =

𝑙+1∑︁
𝑗=𝑙

(𝐼𝑝
𝑗
𝑆
𝑝

𝑗
+ 𝐼𝑏𝑗 𝑆

𝑏
𝑗 ) +

𝑙+1∑︁
𝑗=𝑙

𝑆𝑐
𝑙,𝑙+1,

𝐼
𝑝/𝑏
𝑗

=

{1, if j-th shot’s semantic focus is people/building
0, otherwise.

(2)

Beam search [Reddy 1977] is applied here to achieve possible output
videos maximizing 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑐 . The searching process only keeps the most

4Masked image is the element-wise production of people/building segmentation mask
and the RGB image.

promising 𝑁 nodes at each time step that reduces the memory
requirements with a complexity of 𝑂 (𝑁𝐿).

In practice, each 𝐿, 𝑅𝑠 and 𝑅𝑐 specified in the control step will
generate at most𝑀 full video’s instructions. Finally, all these 𝑁 ×𝑀
samples are ranked with the global criterion to acquire the highest
ones for selection. The global criterion jointly considers the score
from the global discriminator and the filming rules for the entire
shot sequence, forming the following score,

𝑆𝑔𝑙𝑜 =

2(𝐿−1)
𝑤∑︁
𝑙=0

𝑆
𝑔
𝑙𝑤
2 ;𝑤

+
𝐿−2∑︁
𝑙=0

𝑆𝑐
𝑙,𝑙+1, (3)

where 𝑆𝑔 is calculated within a𝑤-long sliding window via a𝑤/2
stride. 5 The final output is the one among 𝑁 × 𝑀 samples that
achieves the highest 𝑆𝑔𝑙𝑜 .

3.4 Practical User Input
The aforementioned system opens direct control on overall length
𝐿, content semantics/shot movement type percentage 𝑅𝑠 /𝑅𝑐 , which
implements the high-level user specification on content presen-
tation and cinematic styles. As some of these controls may not
be straightforward for common users to master, we conduct user
studies on practical interface design, which is specified in the sup-
plementary. A key observation is that providing cinematic style
presets is more friendly to common users as they are not experts on
controlling professional shot movement types. Hence, the length
and semantics control is instantiated as “adjustable bars" and the
cinematic styles are implemented as “selection boxes" that provide
constraints on shot movement types. To be specific, cozy style re-
quires more static shots 𝑅𝑐𝑠 + 𝑅𝑐𝑧 ≥ 0.5 and dynamic style needs
more rotate shots 𝑅𝑐𝑟 + 𝑅𝑐𝑧 > 0.5. Clearly, it is potentially useful to
develop more cinematic styles as presets that put constraints on
other factors. For instance, informative style present more normal
view video’s shots to deliver richer information with 𝐿 > 𝐼 . Besides
the above control parameters, we append an additional useful func-
tion in the interface to specify favored shots. It allows users to keep
the desired shots in the final video, and the system will fix these
shots in the video ensemble process.

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Setup
4.1.1 Data. We test Shoot360 on a gallery of 20 recorded 360 travel
footage, covering various cities with different cityscapes. In each
video, the shots are taken from multiple environments, including
views such as famous landmark spots, busy streets, squares, and
public gardens. The panorama footage comes from the YouTube
VR Gorilla channel. The exemplar normal view videos come from
YouTube Expedia travel guide video repositories, where we col-
lected 228 videos with high numbers of likes6.

4.1.2 Implementation Details. In the analysis of panorama shots,
object detection for person and building was employed to label the
semantic content information for each shot. Specifically, we apply
Mask R-CNN [He et al. 2017] with ResNet50 backbone pretrained

5We set 𝑁 = 15,𝑀 = 1, 000, 𝑤 = 8 in our experiments.
6https://www.youtube.com/c/Vrgorilla1, https://www.youtube.com/c/Expedia

https://www.youtube.com/c/Vrgorilla1
https://www.youtube.com/c/Expedia
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Table 2: Processing time statistics of each step.

City
Input Shoot360 Output

#Shot. duration candidate ensemble
w/ preview render #shots duration

Amster. 24 12:40s 4.2s 25.1s 2:16s 12 51.3s
Barcelona 13 5:48s 3.6s 13.8s 1:39s 8 32.1s
Cuba 60 14:05s 9.3s 50.7s 3:26s 20 90.5s
London 16 5:13s 3.8s 14.8s 1:43s 8 41.1s
Paris 32 19:09s 5.8s 48.5s 2:35s 20 78.1s
Rome 17 6:03s 5.1s 15.7s 1:44s 7 38.3s

on Cityscapes [Cordts et al. 2016] to acquire each person instance
segmentation mask. The building analysis is implemented by a
Deeplab v3+ [Chen et al. 2018] with ResNet50 backbone pretrained
on Ade20K [Zhou et al. 2019]. The discriminators output scores
between [0, 1] and are trained with 5, 000 real samples (label as 1)
and 5, 000 fake samples (label as 0) using cross-entropy loss. Real
samples are sampled from the collected exemplar videos and fake
samples come from the random camera shooting in the panorama.
The details are specified in the supplementary. Shoot360 is tested on
a laptop with an NVIDIA 1080 GPU, and the processing statistics
of the selected panorama footage videos are shown in Tab. 2.

4.2 Evaluation of Modules
4.2.1 Candidate generation. To show whether the included con-
tents of generated video indeed follow the instruction guidance,
we apply people and building segmentation to count the frame
coverage of semantic contents. We compare our candidate gener-
ation against “random” generation as specified in Sec. 3.2. Each
method is tested on ten pieces of panorama footage, and for each
footage we test ten different instructions covering all the semantic
focuses and shot movement types. We sample the generated videos
per second to check whether each frame contains the content in
the instruction, and report the average content coverage percent-
age over all generated videos. From the quantitative results, our
semantic-focused candidate generation (86.5%) holds 70% higher
coverage than the random generation (11.7%), which verifies its
effectiveness.

4.2.2 Video ensemble. To study the effectiveness of each score
term adopted in the ensemble process, we conduct ablation stud-
ies on score terms and the results are shown in Tab. 3. We invite
10 professional filming major college students to form our profes-
sional judge panel to conduct pairwise quality comparisons with
five scales, i.e., much better to much worse between the full and
ablated models. For each pair, we generate in total ten normal view
videos from different panorama footage. Observed from Tab. 3, we
find out that all the score terms play critical roles in the production
of final high-quality videos, which proves the effectiveness of each
score.

4.3 Comparison to Pro Manual Editing
To show how our tool performs in practice, we compare the video
creation time and quality between the usage of Insta360 studio and
Shoot360 with Adobe Premiere Pro (shorten as Pr), which serves
as an alternative video emsembler, in professional editing scenario.

Table 3: Pairwise quality comparison on various ablatedmod-
els that do not use score terms in video ensemble.

Full vs. much better better similar worse much worse

w/o 𝑆𝑏 71% 22% 7% 0% 0%

w/o 𝑆𝑝 67% 24% 9% 0% 0%

w/o 𝑆𝑐 82% 18% 0% 0% 0%

Table 4: User time cost and quality comparison with pro-
fessional manual creation. Time is in the HMS format and
quality score is in seven-point Likert scale very good (7)-
neutral (4)-very bad (1).

User groups Settings User
time cost

Quality score

𝑄𝑃
1 𝑄𝑃

2 𝑄𝑃
3

Professional
Insta360 studio 1:48:02s 5.8 5.7 5.6
Ours cand. + Pr 0:43:19s 5.6 5.5 5.7
Ours cand. + ensem. + Pr 0:24:40s 5.6 5.5 5.6

Novice Ours cand. + ensem. 0:08:29s 5.2 5.5 5.2

Details are specified as, 1) Using Insta360 studio to generate each
shot with keyframe annotation per 0.5 seconds and then connect
each shot. 2) Ours cand. + Pr means manually selecting videos from
our generated candidates and applying the trim connection with
Pr. 3) Ours cand. + ensem. + Pr means that based on the above, it
takes our assembled video as initialization for further editing.

The aforementioned settings are conducted by six professional
video editors (two for each) with more than five years’ experience.
In addition, we invite three novices to use Shoot360 to edit the same
footage without any other tools. We report the average results of
time cost and quality in Tab. 4. All the shots are connected with
cut-in/out that do not hold additional transition effects. For fair
comparisons, we ask them to create a one-minute video from the
same twenty London panorama videos and count the time until
they are satisfied with the outputs.

4.3.1 Time cost. As shown in the time column of Tab. 4, for the
professional group using our generated candidates can save time to
create videos with similar qualities, and taking our video ensemble
results as initialization can further speed up the process, which
saves 5× time. The novices take less than ten minutes to interact
with our interface to edit a video with generally satisfying outputs.

4.3.2 Quality. To further show the quality of the generated videos,
we prepare the following questions to evaluate the results from
different perspectives on the professional judge panel (the same as
Sec. 4.2). 𝑄𝑃

1 : Do you feel comfortable about the video content?
𝑄𝑃
2 : Is the cinematic style feeling of the video right? 𝑄𝑃

3 : How
well is the overall pace of the video?

The results are summarized in the score columns in Tab. 4 and
all items’ variances are below 0.03. Notably, the videos created by
novices achieve a very similar score on cinematic feeling 𝑄𝑃

2 to
the professionals’ creations. We consider this an indication that
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Table 5: Survey statistics on the usage experience among the
non-professional judge panel using seven-point Likert scale
very good (7) - neutral (4) - very bad (1).

Item 𝑄𝑁
1 𝑄𝑁

2 𝑄𝑁
3 𝑄𝑁

4 𝑄𝑁
5

Score 6.0 ± 0.7 4.1 ± 0.9 6.4 ± 0.4 6.3 ± 0.5 6.2 ± 0.3

Shoot360 is able to perform sufficiently professionally for most
ordinary users.

4.4 Usage Experience Statistic
The aforementioned experiments show the satisfying performance
of our tools among professional’s eyes. To get to know how or-
dinary users rate the usage experience, we conduct another user
survey among 20 users aged between 20 to 50 without professional
video editing skills as non-professional judge panel to try the tool
and answer the following questions. 𝑄𝑁

1 : How would you rate the
generated videos compared to your own travel videos?𝑄𝑁

2 : How do
you compare the results of Shoot360 and Professionals? 𝑄𝑁

3 : How
would you rate the usability of our tool? 𝑄𝑁

4 : Would you like to
share the results with your friends? 𝑄𝑁

5 : Are you willing to use
Shoot360 if you take a 360 camera along a trip?

As shown in Tab. 5, the first two questions are about the quality
of the generated video, we got 6.0 on 𝑄𝑁

1 and 4.1 on 𝑄𝑁
2 . It is a bit

surprising that these novice users rate similar scores to ours and
those created by professionals. In terms of the usability 𝑄𝑁

3 , most
users feel generally good, and the standard deviation among users
is low. Additionally, most of the participants are willing to share
their created videos with friends, and get inspired to take a portable
360 camera in their future trips and create videos with Shoot360.

4.5 Comparison to Baseline
We pairwise compare our method with Pano2Vid [Su and Grauman
2017], default viewpoints on ten different city panorama footage
following the same criteria 𝑄𝑃

1 , 𝑄
𝑃
2 , 𝑄

𝑃
3 on the professional judge

panel (the same as Sec. 4.2.2/4.3) and 𝑄𝑁
1 on the non-professional

judge panel (the same as Sec. 4.4). The results are shown in Tab. 6.

4.5.1 Settings. Since there is no work that shares the exact same
setting as ours, we try our best to adapt and enhance Pano2Vid [Su
and Grauman 2017] as our baseline. This is an improved version
based on its previous work from the same authors [Su et al. 2016],
though these two tools share the same name. It is designed for
single-shot panorama videos, and we adapt it to our multi-shot set-
ting with an additional sequential discriminator. Within one shot,
Pano2Vid samples candidate keyframes with different azimuthal
and polar angles every five seconds and leverages a pretrained dis-
criminator to score these keyframes. It then constructs a trajectory
over the keyframes by procedurally generating the current frame
to maximize the scores based on its previous frame. Due to this
reason, it is hard to produce one shot with a smooth movement
trajectory in a long distance. Default uses the viewpoints provided
by the 360 footage recorder and the video is shortened in the same
way as our method. As the viewpoint is determined, there is no

Table 6: User study results of the percentage that ours are
better than comparing methods among pro and non-pro.

Ours vs. 𝑄𝑃
1 𝑄𝑃

2 𝑄𝑃
3 𝑄𝑁

1

Pano2Vid 72% 96% 91% 84%
Default 82% 92% 82% 81%

Travel guide styleVlog style Pano2Vid Ours
(a) (b)

Figure 4: Qualitative comparison of (a) different exemplar
videos tested on Amsterdam and (b) different methods on
Part scenes.

additional cinematic change in the output, which is impossible to
track a moving object or show a huge building in the full figure.

4.5.2 Results. It is found that the professionals clearly tell the
superiority of ours to Pano2Vid, and default viewpoints from three
professionals’ perspectives, especially in cinematic styles 𝑄𝑃

2 and
overall pace of the generated multi-shot video 𝑄𝑃

3 . This verify the
strength of our cinematic control and data-driven local-to-global
video ensemble strategy. Similar observation can also be found from
the non-professionals, where ours are better than baselines in over
80% cases.

4.6 Extension to Generalized Scenarios
In this section, we briefly discuss how our system generalizes to
other scenarios and present the pairwise quality comparison be-
tween ours and Pano2Vid among professional judge panel (the
same as Sec. 4.2/4.3/4.5) at the end of each case.

4.6.1 Different exemplar videos. Though the exemplar videos used
above mostly are travel guide videos, we can also change them to
another type to generate videos in different styles. We demonstrate
with vlog style videos to show its generalization ability. For a fair
comparison, the source 360 footage is kept the same. We crawl
exemplar videos from YouTube using the keyword search in a "city
name plus vlog" way. The qualitative results are shown in Fig. 4 (a).
It is found that, the tool trained on vlog style videos tend to choose
people-centric shot compared to the original one trained on travel
guide style exemplar videos.

4.6.2 Various themes. Based on the above, we could further change
the source footage and exemplar videos to other themes, e.g., party
and city aerial views, where we focus on people and building respec-
tively. As shown in Fig. 4 (b), the qualitative results on party scenes
prove that our method can better maintain the framing quality.
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4.6.3 Moving cameras. Although the videos tested in the paper
mostly come from stationary 360 cameras, Shoot360 also works
with relatively steady moving 360 cameras. Under this case, the
movement of frames presented in the final videos comes from the
superposition of the relative motion produced by Shoot360 and
the absolute motion of the camera itself. Still, benefiting from our
discriminator, it can produce good views.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we present Shoot360 that takes panorama videos as
input and outputs user desired normal view videos. Given a set of
user-specified constraints, the system operates on the shot level
and focuses on the semantic meaningful units to output desired con-
tents, with the joint efforts of instruction guidance (director), can-
didate generation (videographer) and video ensemble (editor). Our
user interface provides user-friendly control with an accompanying
preview panel, which allows users to review the automatically gen-
erated results and refine the video. The comprehensive subjective
and objective evaluations among professionals, non-professionals
and machine statistics prove the effectiveness and usability of our
Shoot360. And it also holds the following limitations and opportu-
nities to be studied in the future.

Generalization. The footage theme tested in the paper is city
travel, where people and buildings commonly appear and the recorded
cameras are mostly stationary. The reason to choose it as the study
target comes from the easy accessibility of data and mature de-
tection algorithms for people and buildings. While our method
achieves pretty nice results, we admit that these semantic element
sets are not rich enough to support more diverse and fancy cre-
ations. The future work could generalize to broader coverage of
themes and dynamic cameras and support more cinematic styles,
excluding those videos that only have overly simple contents lack-
ing of semantics, or are in bad qualities, e.g., totally dark/blurred
or too shaky. Specifically, individual modules in our workflow can
be adapted accordingly, via 1) replacing the exemplar videos and
learning different discriminators, as partially shown in our vlog
style extension, 2) using continuously developed content detectors
to acquire more interesting semantics. 3) stabilizing videos with
SOTA methods [Guilluy et al. 2021]. 4) incorporating expert filming
knowledge to enable more cinematic styles such as tense or musical.

User interaction. Additionally, the user interaction can be adapted
to support specifying a person/event with bounding box selection
to achieve instance-level control. This is a trade-off between human
force and automation. Though the non-professional users who
participate in our studies are satisfied with the designed semantic
and camera style adjustable bars, some of them also agree it would
be a nice optional function to support bounding box specification.
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